Thank you for your valuable comments. The manuscript is revised accordingly, including a new Figure S2. Here are answers to your comments.

This manuscript presents a comparison of predictions from the CMAQ model driven by meteorological fields derived from the FV3-GFSv16 (or GFS) and WRF models for periods coinciding the 2019 FIREX-AQ field campaign. The GFS-CMAQ system comprising of CMAQv5.3.1 and the FV3-GFSv16 now constitute the operational National Air Quality Forecast Capability. Consequently, a study assessing the performance of the system relative to both predictions from another modeling system (in this case the widely used WRF-CMAQ configuration) as well as multi-species measurements from a field campaign would be of interest for establishing the efficacy of the recently updated NAQFC system. While the manuscript presents a significant amount of work in terms of simulations with the two modeling systems and comparisons with airborne measurements taken during the FIREX-AQ campaign, and for most part shows similar performance for the GFS-CMAQ and WRF-CMAQ models, the execution of the analysis in the current form in my assessment did not present in a compelling manner either the impacts of the different meteorological drivers on the predicted air quality or the ability of the NAQFC improvements in capturing the effects of fire emissions on air quality. Some of this perhaps results from the study design trying to cover too much ground. For instance, uncertainties in estimating fire emissions (magnitude, composition, placement (vertically and burn area)) confound isolating meteorological differences from those resulting from emission uncertainties. Comparisons with high time (and space) resolution measurements are confounded by limitation in model grid to reasonably isolate meteorological difference impacts. Similarly, use of data assimilation (strong nudging) also likely reduces the differences between the GFS and WRF fields making it difficult to identify impacts associated with either physics (PBL, cloud representation), or computational differences (interpolation vs. native grid). Perhaps a clearer articulation of the study objectives and closer linkage of the analysis with the objectives would help improve the overall usefulness of the manuscript. Also, many of the inferences conveyed by the analysis could benefit from additional substantiation. The following suggestions are offered that may help address these shortcomings:

- Thank you for your comments. It is true that this study inevitably includes some
general discussions for various issues of air quality modeling, though it aims on intercomparison of interpolation-based FV3-CMAQ and traditional WRF-CMAQ. First, as mentioned in the conclusion, these two approaches yielded overall similar results, especially in the comparison with the aircraft data. Second, their difference appeared in some events, regions, mainly due to their different physics etc. In order to minimize this influence, the nudging method used in WRF is to reduce this physical difference, though it is not strong enough. Third, they could have common biases, due to emissions etc. We did include some analysis and discussion for these common issues of air quality modeling, which may cause some feeling of complexity. In fact, these two approach showed the similar biases under most circumstances, implying the difference between interpolation method vs WRF is the reason of these biases. We made some changes to articulate the main point.

- I find the use of the terminology WRF-CMAQ downscaling (in the title and manuscript text) to be somewhat confusing in context of what is presented. In my view “downscaling” is methodology typically used to translate coarse grid information to finer resolutions with a dynamical model but without any other observational assimilation. Why not just refer to it as WRF-CMAQ configuration?

- We changed it in the title and some places in the manuscript. Here the WRF’s role is exact as you mentioned: transform the global GFS data to finer grid to drive CMAQ without observational assimilation. The WRF’s nudging was toward GFS, not toward observations.

- It would be useful to explain in a little more detail the differences in data assimilation approaches used in the FV3-GFS and WRF simulations. Since this is a retrospective analysis, it does appear from Table 1 that WRF did utilize data nudging. How often were WRF runs initialized? Does the 4D-IAU utilized in GFS also include the observations that were incorporated in the WRF nudging? How often were the GFS runs initialized? Some discussion of the impacts assimilation (nudging) approaches in the two models on meteorological fields and any differences would be useful.

- We expanded some. The GDAS assimilation was used for GFS re-initialization daily. WRF ran continuously without re-initialization, but with nudging toward the GFS every 6 hours for horizontal wind, temperature and humidity. Since WRF was nudged toward GFS, WRF did not use any observation directly, but depended on GFS for its lateral boundary condition and nudging target. From the comparisons conducted afterward, the nudging effect seemed work quite well in elevated layers, and WRF and GFS yielded similar results compared to aircraft data. However, these two models showed some difference near surface due to their different physics.

- Page 4, L11-12: Since the NACC uses bilinear interpolation, why is the interpolation of the scalar variables more straightforward and relative to what?

- It refers to the interpolation from GFS A-grid to CMAQ A-grid, for most scalar variables, such as temperature, humidity etc. We added the statement.

- Page 5, L4-10: Why were the WRF model top and vertical grid structures chosen to be so different from those of the GFS? Does that not also introduce another source of differences in the predicted meteorological fields and confound interpretation of differences arising due to different model structures vs. interpolation to a coarse vertical layer structure? What is the vertical structure of the CMAQ model deployed in
It is mainly because the NAQFC’s CMAQ uses the 35 vertical layers, and WRF follows that vertical setting. NAQFC is designed to forecast near-surface air quality, and has relatively dense vertical layers (similar to the 127-layer GFS) below 1km. You are right that the different vertical resolution could introduce some difference, and the nudging method was used to reduce it. It should be noted that WRF’s vertical coordinate also differs from GFSv16’s sigma-P hybrid coordinate, and they can not be exactly same anyway. This purpose of study is not exploring various WRF setting to yield the nearest results to GFS. Its main focus is about whether using interpolated meteorology to drive CMAQ is valid, compared to a typical WRF-CMAQ setting: a 127-layer WRF for CMAQ application would be very rare. If this approach is valid and does not yield abnormal results, we need not run WRF at all, which can save computing time for CMAQ to forecast extra 24 hours during the operation. The comprehensive comparison with aircraft/surface measurement showed that the two models have overall similar meteorological and air quality predictions. They have some difference depending on regions and events, but neither of them is overall superior to the other. We revised some conclusions to highlight this point.

**P5, L23**: what does a “novel” inline dust model imply? As written, it is not readily apparent to the reader what novelty the FENGSHA approach provides for dust emissions relative to other approaches. Please expand briefly to better convey the novel aspects of the system, especially those that pertain to forecasting.

**Changed and expanded.**

**P5, L31**: What does “total organic aerosol” imply especially in context of emissions? Did the authors imply primary organic aerosols?

**Yes, you are right. Changed**

**P5, L36-40**: The description of scaling of wildfire emissions could be improved. Why are only fires west of 110W assumed to be long lasting? How is the model grid cell fraction (am assuming of burned area) determined?

**Added the explanation. “As historic statistics shows that most fires (>95%) in east of 110°W last less than 24 hours”. For burning area, “Burning area could be highly uncertain as GBBEPx data do not have this information. One grid cell could have multiply fires and some big fire could appear in several grids. Here we carry the previous NAQFC’s method, and apply a constant ratio: 10% of the grid cell, as the burning area (Pan et al., 2020) according to Rolph et al (2009).”**

**Section 3.1**: Did the authors compute performance statistics for meteorological fields from both the native GFSV16 as well as the fields interpolated to the CMAQ grid? Were these comparable? It may be useful to state so.

**It uses the interpolated GFS meteorology for comparison, and it is very consistent with the original GFS data. We expanded the statement**

**P7, L8**: It was not apparent to me what “produce synoptic scale body forces” implies. Please clarify.

**Changed to “influence the synoptic-scale dynamics”. Please refer to Kim et al. (2003) for detail: “Atmospheric gravity waves are one such unresolved process. These waves are generated by lower atmospheric sources, e.g., flow over irregularities at the Earth’s surface such as mountains and valleys, uneven distribution of diabatic heat sources.**
associated with convective systems, and highly dynamic atmospheric processes such as jet streams and fronts. The dissipation of these waves produces synoptic-scale body forces on the atmospheric flow, known as “gravity-wave drag” (GWD), which affects both short-term evolution of weather systems and long-term climate.”

- **P7, L13-20**: I found it difficult to quantitatively infer the PBL differences from the color scales depicted in Figure 2. It may be useful to also include histograms of the differences. Are the monthly means based on all hourly data or only daytime values? Are monthly mean differences of the order of 500-1000m not too large? Would these not result in more pronounced differences in predicted ambient concentrations?

- Yes, the color scheme may be difficult for quantitatively seeing daytime PBL difference. We tried several color schemes, but all of them have some drawbacks. Most qualitative color schemes have issues to highlight the positive and negative difference, which is very important. Figure 3 showed quantitative comparison of PBL over two regions. All the curtain plots (Figure 8 and 11) also included PBL information. The monthly mean use two daily times to represent daytime (18UTC), and nighttime (6UTC). Yes, 500-1000m PBL difference is not small, and this meteorological difference will affect the corresponding air quality predictions. Unfortunately no reliable PBL observations are available to verify these PBL and show whether WRF or GFS has bigger PBL prediction bias. This result shows that different model with different physics could result in up to 50% or higher PBL difference.

- **Figure 3**: Significant differences in WRF wind fields in the West and Northeast are shown for the period after 8/21. Why do these arise if winds were nudged to observations? The discussion on page 8 suggests that “some WRF setting” leads to large bias for storm weather, but it is not clear what these settings are and what causes the error? It would be useful to expand the discussion on page 8.

- The nudging was toward GFS every 6 hours, not to observations. However, it is still insufficient to offset the 10-m wind bias. We expanded it. However, since this manuscript’s focus is about the air quality modeling issues, we did not dive into the detail about WRF’s configuration for storm weather prediction.

- **P8**: should “northwest” on L28 be “west”? L30: perhaps “shallower PBL” is better description than “thinner PBL”

- changed

- **P8, L32-33**: At night, is the stable surface layer not decoupled from the residual layer, so that there is not much exchange anyway?

- Thank you for this suggestion. Changed

- **P9**: demonstrating the impacts of systematic differences in PBL heights and wind fields between GFS and WRF on the eventual PM2.5 distributions is very useful. However, I am not sure I fully understand the discussion. The GFS nighttime PBL heights appear to be lower (Fig 2b), but so do the PM2.5 (Fig 2c). Would both shallower PBL and weaker winds not result in higher PM2.5 within the stable boundary layer in GFS-CMAQ? While it is possible that lack of transport, results in lower downwind PM2.5 concentrations, would the lower PBL depicted in Fig2 not result in higher PM2.5 at least in the source regions at night?

- Yes, the lower PBL corresponds to higher PM2.5 over source region. GFS-CMAQ’s nighttime PBL is lower (Fig 3e), and so its PM2.5 should be higher (Fig 4c) if both models have same background, like over the U.S. West. The GFS-CMAQ’s lower PM2.5
over the Northeast was mainly due to the different background/upstream concentrations.

- **Would the impact of these large differences on predicted air quality perhaps be better captured through comparisons with more widespread surface observations (of ozone and PM2.5 and constituents) than just limited flight segments, especially given the uncertainties in the estimated fire emissions?** Hourly surface measurements (say from the AQs network) may also help better delineate the impacts of any systematic diurnal differences in WRF and GFS predictions on the eventual atmospheric composition predictions.

- The section 3 included the comparison with surface observations. It is true that the flight observation may not have widespread area coverage. However, the aircraft observation shows the comparison in the elevated layers with comprehensive chemical species. It provided a different view angle. Both surface and aircraft comparisons are useful. Our previous paper (Campbell et al, 2022, https://doi.org/10.5194/gmd-15-3281-2022) mainly uses surface observations for comparisons.

- **Figure 7:** How well did the native WRF and GFS vertical wind velocities compare with the measured ones? Also, it appears that the re-diagnosed W in GFS-CMAQ show greater variability than those in WRF-CMAQ, especially at higher altitudes – would the authors know what may cause that? If it is due to interpolation, does it suggest an issue with the interpolation scheme employed for the GFS fields? Some additional discussion would be useful in context of the variability in the observed W fields.

- We added a new figure (Figure S2) and corresponding discussion for the W issue. The stronger W of GFS-CMAQ compared to WRF-CMAQ was brought by the original models: GFS vs WRF, instead of the interpolation issue.

- **P11, L16-17:** The sentence should be reworded a bit – the relationship between underestimation of CO and NOz is not apparent to me.

- Revised

- **P12, Figure 10 discussion. The model CO values do not appear to deviate too much from their “baseline”. Is this because of underestimation of fire emissions or possibly due to the model fire plume being displaced relative to the flight path?**

- The CO underprediction happened in both elevated layers (around 19UTC) and lower altitudes (21UTC). So, both emission and plume rise could have issues. Another possible issue is the dilution due to the model resolution, as we discussed later.

- **P12, L17-19:** does “background” represent regional average values or the amount of ozone from outside the domain?

- It should be the regional background, not lateral boundary condition. Revised

- **P12, L21-23:** I am curious why modeled NO2 as opposed to CO is used as an indicator of fire location – would CO not be a better tracer? How were the column averaged NO2 and ozone observations (filled circles) shown in Fig S3 computed?

- Both NO2 and CO can be used as fire indicator. We use NO2 here mainly as it has shorter lifetime, and is less affected by regional background. Another purpose of using NO2 is for the next discussion about ozone.
P12, L31: Flight path missing the locations of the modeled peak values is a somewhat awkward way to suggest that the model and observed plumes were misplaced. Consider rewording this sentence.

Reworded

The axis labels in the sub-figures of Fig 11 are extremely small and illegible.

Changed

Tables 2 and 3: Please explain how the data was segregated into fire and no-fire bins used for these statistics.

FIREX-AQ aircraft data has smoke flag, which is used to distinguish fire and no-fire bins.

P14, L19-21: Please explain why accounting for warm bias during non-fire impacts would be influenced by the lack of using wildfire heat content in the energy balance equations of the meteorological models. Would the warm bias not get exacerbated?

The fire heat flux was not considered in either of the meteorological models, which would lead to the meteorological prediction biases. This simple comparison can not tell the exact quantitative bias due to this ignorance.

P14, L38-39: I was surprised that the SOx bias was attributed to the SO2 point source inventory? Do the emission estimates used in these simulations not use the continuous emissions monitoring data for point sources which provide accurate constraints for SO2 emissions from point sources?

This study emulates the forecast situation, where the continuous emissions monitoring data of power plants are not available in real time. So we just used the original NEIC 2016 point source inventory. Some sources supposed to shut down in the original inventory might still emit pollutants during the flight observations, leading to the disagreement.

Tables 2 and 3: I was curious why the sum of the observed NOx+NOz is not equal to the observed NOy values shown in these tables? It may be due to differences in the averaging but would be useful to verify and explain.

It is due to sampling number issue of these three species. NOx and NOy observations have different missing data, and NOz is calculated when both observation are available at a certain sampling time. Added the explanation.

P15, L1-4: While PAN is underestimated, HNO3 is not – do the PAN underestimates fully explain the NOz underestimation? What other species constitute NOz in the analysis presented?

This part is revised. NOz species includes inorganic, such as HNO3, HONO et al and organic: PAN, MPAN, OPAN, RNO3 et al. We use PAN as an example to represent organic NOz NOz, which was underpredicted, associated with underestimation of certain
VOC species.

- **P15, L11:** Would be useful to provide a reference for the "our other analysis".

- **P15, L14:** It is not clear what VOC "speciation issue" in NEIC2016v1 is implied here - please elaborate.

- Changed

- **P15, L18:** What size range does the "submicron ammonium" refer to and how were the corresponding model values estimated?

  Added that information. Submicron aerosol refers to the fine aerosol with diameter < 1μm. CMAQ model outputs aerosol fraction ratios in different size bins, such as diameter < 1μm (submicron), diameter < 2.5 μm (PM2.5). Those information are used for calculate submicron aerosols.

- **P15, L22:** I was curious what chemical pathway in the model converts HNO3 to organic nitrates? Does the gas-phase chemical mechanisms employed include such conversions?

  Thanks for this finding. It should be NOx and inorganic NOz (such as NO3), not HNO3.

- **P16, L2-5:** One way to isolate the effects of resolution vs. emission errors could be to examine ratios of model and observed species associated with fire emissions, since the ratios will not be impacted by systematic artificial dilution effects of grid resolution.

  Yes, that was our first idea in this analysis. We tried to use relatively reliable fire tracer, such as CO, and base species, and analysis other species’ ratio to CO. We encountered two issues. One is the CO background, since most fire areas are adjacent and it was hard to isolate a specific fire spot’s CO emission, especially for small or medium fire. Another issue is the different lifetime of pollutants, which highly depending on the sampling distance from the fire sport. Some VOCs, such as aldehydes, can be formed secondarily, which should be treated with caution.

- **P16, L6-7:** Given that there is not much difference between observed O3 values of 58 and 56ppb, I am not sure one can discern systematic titration effects conveyed in this discussion. Similarly, the O3 enhancements suggested in downstream areas (L11) are not apparent in the comparisons presented. Some additional discussion and substantiation of what is being conveyed would be useful.

  The O₃ titration effect refers to Figure S4 and related discussion, instead of Tables 2, 3. The mean fire events include all flight segment with fire influences, near sources and further downstream. The titration effect can only be seen near fire sources. We revised.

- **P16, paragraph starting L30:** The discussion contains many sentences that are somewhat vague and should be rewritten. As examples: (i) why only refer to advection as horizontal? Similarly, does the vertical transport imply only cloud mixing? (ii) What is the issue mentioned by Qian (2020)? The physical significance of the issue should be mentioned. (iii) How does one quantitatively ascertain that the differences between the GFS and WRF physics have larger impact on the meteorological fields than the "meteorology driver" methodology, since no interpolation was used in recasting the WRF fields for CMAQ? Some elaboration would be useful to support the statement.
This paragraph is revised. (i) changed to “horizontal/vertical wind fields”. (ii) It refers to the common model problem of neglecting the irrigation impact, mentioned in section 3.1 (iii) since this study focus on air quality modeling, we did not dive into the detail how the GFS and WRF physics differ. However, from the limited analysis in this study, it is evident that the impact of different physics is more significant than that of interpolation vs native grids.

P17, L37-40: Given that the FV3-GFS and CMAQ grid structures are different, what option other than interpolation is available? I am not sure I see what specific advantage of the NACC is being conveyed here. It is also not clear what is implied by “it avoids running another model as WRF” since the choice of the meteorological driver appears to be user driven. It seems the NACC was created for a specific purpose of translating the GFS meteorological fields and interfacing with CMAQ and as such does not preclude use of other models such as WRF but just provides an option. It is also not clear what is meant by the statement that the NACC is “faster and more consistent with the original meteorological driver”? Relative to what? What does consistency imply in this context? Also, as indicated earlier, I feel that the “downscaler” terminology for WRF unnecessarily introduces additional confusion.

For the general regridding method, https://earthsystemmodeling.org/regrid/#regridding-methods has 6 options. Currently NACC uses bilinear (for temperature etc) and nearest neighbor (for landuse etc). As mentioned here, NACC has two advantages over WRF for operational air quality forecast. One is the speed: in current NCEP operational NAQFC system, NACC only takes less than 5 minutes to process 72-hour data, which saves enough time for CMAQ to forecast extra 24 hours. Another advantage is its consistency with original GFS data, since WRF’s own physics would alter the meteorology anyway even with nudging. It can also save the significant effort of tuning WRF. 

“consistent with” original GFS data

removed “downscaler”

P18, L12-13: “enough variables to drive CMAQ with other supplied data” is awkward and should be reworded.

reworded

P18, L15-25: I found this discussion to be somewhat wishy-washy with no clear conclusion or indication of next steps.

This part is revised. As mentioned above, the interpolation approach provided an alternative method to drive CMAQ other than WRF-CMAQ. Both methods have its pros and cons. We are working on cloud-based NACC processor for community usage, which is the next step.

Thank you again for your comments.